OFFICIAL BALLOT

INHERIBUING COUNTY  STATE OF MINNESOTA

STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the circle next to your chosen(s) like this:

FEDERAL OFFICES
PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT VOTE FOR ONE TEAM

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN
Barack Obama and Joe Biden

Cynthia McKinney and Rosa Clemente

ROGER CALDO AND ALTON KENNEDY General Welfare
RALPH NADER AND MATT GONZALEZ Independent
BOB BARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT Libertarian
CHUCK BALDWIN AND DARRELL CASTLE Constitution

U.S. SENATOR 2 DATES TO CHOOSE ONE
DEAN BARKLEY D robotics
HARRY COLEMAN Republican
AL FRANKEN Democratic-Farmer-Labor
CHARLES ALDRICH Libertarian
JAMES DEMACAL Constitution

CITY OFFICES
MAYOR CITY OF ZIMBERG VOTE FOR ONE
DARRIN FEIST
DAVE DABENIGHT
JOHN G. SPRINGER
COUNCIL MEMBER CITY OF ZIMBERG VOTE FOR UP TO TWO
RONALD MATHISON
CHRISTIAN TAYLOR
WENDY KRUSINSKI
SHELTON SHEPARD
PAT O'MATT
DALE ROMLEY
GEORGE H. TITUS

SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 773 (ELK RIVER) VOTE FOR UP TO THREE
JAMES L. HENRY
SUE M. FERRER
JOHN R. KUERER

HOLLY TAMELA THOMPSON
ANDY HALEBRIDGE

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 773 (ELK RIVER) VOTE FOR UP TO THREE

STATE OFFICES
STATE SENATOR DISTRICT 16 VOTE FOR ONE
ALISON KRUZER Republican
LESLIE K. ROBB DemocraT-Farmer-Labor

STREET CITY OF ZIMBERG PRESIDENT

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

NO
COUNTY OFFICES
COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 1 VOTE FOR ONE
RACHEL LEONARD

SOL. AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 1 VOTE FOR ONE
DOUGLAS HPPAD

SOL. AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 3 VOTE FOR ONE
LARRY GOENER

SOL. AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 5 VOTE FOR ONE
DOUG AS MHYTHI

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS

YES

The amendment proposes a constitutional amendment ensuring clean water, wildlife, cultural heritage and natural areas.

The amendment is for the Permanent Conservation Fund amendment. Please use the check box to the right of the amendment to vote "YES" or "NO" to the question.
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choices(s) like this: 

SCHOOL DISTRICT

10TH DISTRICT COURT

IN QUESTIONS

VOTE COMBINED

IN QUESTIONS

VOTE COMBINED

SCHOOL DISTRICT BALLOT

IN QUESTIONS

VOTE COMBINED

SCHOOL DISTRICT BALLOT

IN QUESTIONS

VOTE COMBINED

VOTE COMBINED

VOTE COMBINED

VOTE COMBINED

VOTE COMBINED

VOTE COMBINED

VOTE COMBINED

VOTE COMBINED

VOTE COMBINED

VOTE COMBINED

VOTE COMBINED

VOTE COMBINED

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT